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Synopsis

See the world through the eyes of a hacker! Once you've read this book, the Internet will never be the same. Read This Book for FREE on Kindle Unlimited - Download Now! You can wield the power over the Internet & computers! Learn everything about the art of hacking and see that technology can have no secrets! Hacking: The Beginners Crash Course will teach you all you want to know about hacking: why it's done and where you should apply your newly-acquired skills! Gain skills that will make you impress in today's tech-dominated world! Knowing how to hack will give you an edge over everyone else. Regular people who don't know how to navigate their way through 21st century are not using a computer in your daily life. Why not learn to be its lord and master? You can make devices and systems obey you! Just see how satisfying it can be to have technology bend to your will! Hacking: The Beginners Crash Course will truly improve the quality of that huge chunk of your life that happens online. Become more productive and tech-savvy now with this knowledgeable yet straightforward feast for your brains! All you have to do now is scroll up and click the BUY button to get your own copy!
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This is a very explanatory book about hacking, its step-by-step processes and tools, the types of hackers and the need of penetrating the systems. Dimitri Jones did a great job writing this course and I truly appreciated the chapter with ethical hacking. I learned that there are also ethical hackers who are experienced specialists who understand and identify weaknesses and vulnerabilities in target systems and that they use the same knowledge and tools as a malicious hacker, but in a lawful and legitimate way to evaluate the security posture of a target system. I greatly recommend it to anyone who would like to know more about hacking.

I really want to learn how to hack even in small knowledge of it because today world is really different only the strong will survive a harsh reality when you work inclined to online system. That is why it is important for me to know hacking so that i can build defense on mine by knowing what people do in order that they can't hack on our company!

I think this is a very informative guide on knowing more about hacking and it's great for starters. I personally don't have any plans applying what I learned from this guide instead, I can use this information instead to protect my accounts, identity and myself. It's important to know how you can protect yourself from others so this guide is very informative and helpful with that. There are also security tips that I learned and will have to keep in mind in case I face any problems and if my accounts were compromised. Overall, you'll learn a lot about security holes, pc securities and vulnerabilities and such.

This is a short yet very informative book on how hackers act through different platforms and the consequences of those actions. Contrary to what most people think, hacking is mostly legal and necessary. When done in an authorized and ethical way, hacking is needed to check the security of information systems and other online platforms. It is not only the illegal activity people are used to see in movies, but actually an activity that will help them in keeping their data safe. This book is all about the activity of ethical hacking and will teach all you want to know about it.
A good book to have a good top down approach to know about hacking and networking internals. The book also provide a very good understanding on how to deal with proper tools to make systems more secure and reliable for users. I noticed many on the market, but if your a beginner and don't really hack often or work in a company to check computers for viruses and do tests, than this book really can guide you to different ways you to help you protect and even discover hidden problems lurking on the computer. Plus, a few other tricks that fall under ethical hacking. What I learn from this book I would like to help others and myself from sneaking problems that might never be known and cause any of my devices or others to get destroyed, end up robbed of data and everything else!

This book gives points of interest that will in the long run be a useful device as you entertain yourself with hacking movement. In spite of the fact that this book is short yet I considered this an extremely far reaching hacking guide, I can ensure my gadgets. I have taken in a considerable measure from the book and the writer have made it short, clear and improved for any apprentice. This is the ideal amateur’s manual for hacking, and definitely justified even despite a read.

I am not a hacker and I have no intention to be one, they always say that information is power and I wanted to understand how the hackers operate and with this I can know the loop holes of hacking and therefore, I can protect my devices. I have learned a lot from the book and the author have made it short, clear and simplified for any beginner. Great work, thanks the author. I highly recommend the book to others who want to learn hacking.

This small read was insightful and informative. I didn't really pick up any new tips for myself, but I did however use it as a refresher. This one may very well be worth a look if you are an extreme novice and simply need a few simple suggestions to point you in the right direction. Short and easy to comprehend introduction to hacking and technology. Great for people with small or no prior experiences with this subject.
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